Literacy
Grammar focus – we will continue to follow the grammar programme at
different levels in the class.
Week 1, 2 Poetry – learning how to read the perfect poem. Reading a
variety of poems and sharing. Then using ‘Pussycat Pussycat’ and innovating
it.
Week 3,4,5 The story of Shrek!
Children to learn the story and using talk for writing then children write a
set of instructions for how to trap an ogre!
Children will learn about what makes it a fairy tale – character, settings,
story, language, good versus evil.
We will use a variety of adjectives, adverbs and a sentence openers
throughout the term.

	
  

ICT and Computing
Stop Animation
Children will be using the Stop Animator
App to create video animations.

Year 1 – Summer 1
Kings and Queens
1.Who can read a perfect poem? (wk1, 2)
2.Can you design your own portrait for the
Royal Gallery? (wk 3,4,5)
3. Can you create your own Coat Of Arms?

Celebration ‘Royal’ tea party at end summer
2.

Science
Animals including humans (complete this module)
‘Living Eggs’ Incubator – chickens hatching in classroom.
Seasonal change: nature walk – how has our outside environment changed
since we looked at it in Winter?
Learn all about about plants including naming a variety of wild and garden
plants including evergreen and deciduous trees.
Children will be able to describe the structure of common plants and
trees and develop an understanding of what they need to grow.
Visit to Alnwick Gardens to the ‘roots and shoots’ garden to grow our
own plants, to visit and learn about the bees and to make an animal
habitat.

Enrichment
Alnwick Gardens – May
Guide dogs in – TBC
Hatton Gallery visits us – April
‘Living Eggs’ Chickens in classroom – incubator with chicks hatching –
May

PE
Athletics – children learn athlectics ready for
competitions. Wallsend into schools
competitions (early June).
Basketball – final lessons.

Art & DT
Making our own jewelry. Friendship bracelet –
‘Design and make a functional product.’ ‘Use
pictures and words to design what they want to
design and make.
Portraits Gallery – portraits of Kings and
Queens. Hatton Gallery to us (13th May)
‘Crete a piece of art that is responding to an
experience.’
‘Explore a range of work by other artists.’
Design and create our own Coat of Arms!

Music
Charanga Yr 1Summer 1 plans – ‘Round and
Round’ –a Bossa Nova Latin style. Listen and
appraise, musical activities, performance
and sharing.
Singing practice from Sing Up – The Animals
went in 2 by 2. Mister Double Trouble. As I
was walking down the street.

Maths
Number and place value – numbers to 100 forwards and
backwards from any given numer. Recrding numbers as
numerals to 100. Recording numbers as words to 20. Use a
variety of number lines and placing numbers using
estimation and knowledge of other numbers. Place value.
Mathematial language – equal to, more than, less than,
least, most.
Addition and subtraction – a variety of one-step number
problems using concrete objects and pictorial
representations, missing number problems, writing
mathematical statements and knowledge of number bonds
to 20!
Geometry – recognize and name common 2D and 3D shapes.
Measures – compare, describe and solve practical problems
for a variety of measures (height/lengths and time). Use
language relating to months and years.

History & Geography
History Focus:
Kings and Queens.
Pussycat Pussycat – history of the poem focus on Queen
Elizabeth I.
Portraits – how the Kings and Queen’s have changed over
time. ‘Portraits of Significant Kings and Queens’
Children to compare the reign of Queen Elizabeth and
Queen Victoria and the inventions and different life styles
in these eras.

RE and PSHE
George and the Dragon
Buddha – Buddhism
Ascension Day – Christianity
PSHE topics –Relationships.

